performance of requested facial movements. In describing how the photographs were taken, Friesen and I wrote
that the photographic models "'were not
told to feel an emotion, but rather given
instructions such as lower your brow so
that it looks like this, . . . or tighten your
lower eyelid" (5, p. 170). Because our
photographs were of requested facial
movements, not of emotional poses,
there must be even more caution in generalizing to spontaneous facial expression of emotion.
The fact that they found no left-right
differences in judgments of the happy
photographs is important since, unknown to Sackeim et al., these were the
only photographs of spontaneous emotional expression rather than deliberately
performed facial actions. In making the
happy photographs, we caught the mod-
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expression.

7. P. Ekman, J. C. Hager, W. V. Friesen, in prepa-

ration.
8. J. 0. Lynn and D. R. Lynn, J. Abnorm. Soc.
Psychol. 33, 291 (1938); ibid. 38, 250 (1943).
9. I thank W. V. Friesen, J. Hager, H. Oster, and
M. O'Sullivan for their comments.
16 April 1979; revised 15 February 1980

The conclusion of Sackeim et al. (1)
that the greater perceived intensity of
emotional expression on the left side
of the face "points to greater righthemispheric involvement in the production of emotional expression" is
probably premature.
Having access to the same set of stimuli as Sackeim et al., we tested the equality of the sides of the face directly. Of the
110 slides of facial affect (2), 34 were selected on the basis of their "measurability." Measurability was determined
by the extent to which precise measurements could be taken from vertical midline of the face to the edge where the
head and ear merge. The remaining 76
slides were rejected because such things
as interfering sideburns or hairlines
made it difficult to obtain accurate
measurements.

.70) than the right side (X = 6.75 cm,
standard deviations = .58) (Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed-ranks tests, T = 30,
P < .001). In 25 of the 34 slides the left
side was thinner than the right, in two
they were equal, and in only seven did
the left side exceed the right in width.
The significant difference in the width
of the left and right sides of the face leads
us to suggest that the greater apparent intensity of expression on the left side of
the face is not a function of differential
right-hemispheric control of expression
but rather results from the fact that the
left side of the face provides a smaller
area on which to distribute the same features.
CHARLES A. NELSON
FRANCES DEGEN HOROWITZ
Department of Human Development
and Family Life, University of Kansas,
Lawrence 66045
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assessments of expression intensity irrespective of actual facial differences.
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els off guard during a spontaneously occurring happy moment in the photographic session. It might be argued that
the reason no left-right differences were
found in these happy pictures was not
because they showed spontaneous rather
than requested actions, but because positive emotions alone are not asymmetrical in appearance (6). However, Ekman,
Hager, and Friesen (7) found that asymmetrical deliberate smiles are usually
more intense on the left than on the right
side, and they replicated findings by
Lynn and Lynn (8) that asymmetrical
spontaneous smiles are relatively infrequent and are not usually more intense
on a particular side of the face. These
findings suggest that facial asymmetry
(with left stronger than right) is apparent
only with deliberate and not spontaneous
expressions, but studying muscle movements involved in the negative emotions
is necessary to generalize beyond the
smile.
The issue of left-right differences is not
resolved for either emotional expression
or requested facial movements. Both
types of action need to be studied, ideally in the same subjects and in situations
that clearly differentiate the type of facial
movement elicited. The methods must
control or bypass the type of peripheral
differences in facial anatomy that cloud
results based solely on observers' judgments of emotion. For now, more caution is needed in interpreting the findings
from studies based on observers' judgments of emotion to either requested facial movement or emotional expression,
and in generalizing from studies of the
former to the latter.
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